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U.S. lags in
race to educate

Pm

Lauren Zahner
M U S T A N C ; D A ILY
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A recent study indicates that the United States is falling behind in the glob
al race to educate young adults and workers.
The National Center for Public Policy and Higher Education released its
fourth report in the biennial series,“Measuring Up 2(X)6:The National Report
C'ard on Higher Education,” in early September of this year. It measures the
performance of state and higher education performance and for the first time
compares that to international performance.
The study compares national and state higher education access and com
pletion with that of other countries. Although the American baby boomers
remain one of the most educated groups of their generation in the world, 25
to 34 year olds have fallen in rank to seventh.
“The report card finds that as the country’s well-educated baby boomer
generation begins to retire, the diverse young population that will replace it
does not appear prepared educationally to maintain the edge in the global
economy,” the National Center said in a press release.
Ryan McRae, a mechanical engineering sophomore, found the report trou
bling.
“It’d be good to have a certain level with education across the nation. It’d
just be nice to have everyone at the same level,” McRae said.
Kinesiology junior Zoarel Puentes also had concerns about the findings.
“(People fixim other countries) will take jobs we might be interested in.
There’s nothing we can do about it,” Puentes said.
The U.S. also fell in ranking in college access and is in the bottom half for
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see Education, page 2
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W ) m e n discuss the workplace
R onn ie M eehan

H i e re a l N o .
Tristan Aird
M U S T A N t ; D A IL Y

Scott Kirkish didn’t hesitate
when asked who exacdy is consid
ered a Mustang Maniac.
In fact, the president of Cal
Poly’s student spirit group didn’t
have to name anyone in particular.
“Officially, every Cal Poly stu
dent is in the group,” said Kirkish,
who has guided Mustang Maniacs
since the fall of 2005.
It’s that kind of inclusive attitude
that has led to two of the 14 largest
home crowds in the 91-year histo
ry of the Cal Poly football program
this season.

^Piufilei
Kirkish, a civil engineering
senior, has put an emphasis on
crowd noise. The 24 year old said a
loud student section is the group’s
primary goal.
“I want a loud student section, a
spirited student section,” Kirkish
said. “At the football game (Oct. 7)
and the week before, the crowd
was jumping around and dancing
to music. People should show up
and be happy.
“It’s only three hours long.They
can relax afterward. When you’re

1 £ in
there, make sure the team knows
that you’re there.”
Kirkish, whose hometown of
Newcastle, Calif., is roughly 30
minutes away fiom Sacramento,
said he “one day decided (Cal
Poly) was a good school for me.”
Entering his fifth year on cam
pus, the former aerospace major
has been involved with Mustang
Maniacs in one way or another
since Week of Welcome during his
freshman year (2(K)2-03).
“I’ve always been a spirited per
son,” Kirkish said. “I said, ‘this
sounds like fun,’ and the group of
kids was fun to hang around.”
see Maniac, page 2
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Cal Poly’s Women’s Programs and Career Services will be hosting the twopart “Women Career Discussion Series,” starting today fiom 11 a.m. to noon.
It will be held in the Women’s Center, in the University Union room 217,The
event is free and open to all faculty, suff and students.
“It will be a great opportunity for women to get together and discuss
important issues,” said Kelly Anderson, wellness coordinator for the Women’s
Center. “Women share the same concerns, but it isn’t very often that they get
the chance to voice these concerns together.”
The first discussion is tided, “What do you want your life to look like, and
where does career fit in?” It will focus on women who struggle with raising a
family and juggling a career.
“(The discussion) will be about identifying values,” Anderson said. “We will
be looking at both aspects; women who want to raise a family and work, and
those who decide to focus on their career.”
The discussions will be open-ended, so anyone in attendance is encouraged
to share their thoughts. Charlotte Rinaldi, career counselor for the College of
Education, will facilitate the discussion and she will present questions that the
audience can respond to.
“I’m hoping some mentoring happens,” Rinaldi said. “There will be staff
and faculty there, so I hope (the women) feel the support and that they know
they are not alone with their concerns.”
Rinaldi developed her discu.ssion ideas based on career counseling she has
given to women. She found many women chose not to pursue a career
see Workplace, page 2
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continued from page 1

Kirkish's inenibership in Mustang Maniacs dates back
to when the group was known as l^unning Thunder,
whicli was created in l‘>94 as the school moved to the
Division I level of athletics. He was one of the minority
wlio voted to keep the name before it changed three
years ago.
“It was a combination of things," Kirkish said of the
previous name. “It has the sound of the student section
running toward you.You hear the thunder."
That was certainly the case at C'al Poly football games
so far this fall, when sold-out Alex G. Spanos Stadium
rocked for the Mustangs’ comeback wins Sept. 30 over
Southern Utah and Oct. 7 over rival UC Davis.
Football head coach Rich Ellerson said the S,43.S fans
in attendance for the U (' Davis game included the loud
est student section he had seen since he came to Cal Poly
in 2001.
One d.iy before the UC' Davis game, C'al Poly senior
middle linebacker Kyle Shotwell said the S,U)H tans in
attendance for the Southern Utah game made a differ
ence.
“Some of those third downs to get us off the field, the
crowd went wild," Shotwell said. “It’s like having a 12th
man out there.”
Though thrilled with the number of students at foot
ball games. Kirkish said perhaps his biggest challenge as
president is encouraging students to attend sporting
events other than football and basketball games.
“We have so many sports to be proud of," he said.“ It’s
tough times if you want to go to some of the lesserknow n sports. It’s a lot of work, but it's worth it. When
you get loo or 2(K) people going out to a soccer game
and get a large number of students jumping around, it’s
fun.”
Koughlv a dozen people coordinate events for
Mustang Maniacs, Kirkish said. He helps organize week
ly events such as barbecues and road trips to games and
.issists in lighting the “P" on Poly Hill after the football
team wins.
“It can be reallv time-consuming at times," said
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Kirkish, w ho also works part-time at Garden Cirill.“M\
Saturdays are pretty much shot. 1 have no time on
Saturdays when there are football games. I get there two
and a half hours before the game starts and by the time
I go to dinner, it’s almost midnight.”
The group already made a road trip to the football
team’s 17-7 loss at San Jose State on Sept. 23 and is plan
ning a trip to the game at San 1)iego State on Oct. 2S.
But Kirkish, w'ho also participates in organizing a
variet\' of triathlon events throughout the state, has
adjusted to the busy schedule as his college career nears
an end.
“As you get older, you tend to essentially work the
system better wuth classes, work and maniacs,” he said.
Among those impressed by Kirkish’s work ethic is
Mustang Maniacs Vice President Kristen Spencer, an
agricultural business student who also happens to w'ear
the Musty the Mustang mascot uniform during sporting
events.
“He’s a planner,” Spencer said of Kirkish. “He does all
the paperwork and messy stuff that no one wants to deal
with.”
* Kirkish said his favorite aspect of being a Mustang
Maniac is the atmosphere at sporting events.
“It’s the energy that’s created at the athletic event, par
ticularly when you’re inside Mott Gym,” he said. “You
can feel more excited. It’s an amazing feeling, I think.”
Kirkish’s favorite sport is cross country, largely because
he was a runner in high school and has ran marathons in
the past.
As for the ongoing construction at Alex G. Spanos
Stadium, which is slated to include new west-concourse
seating for the Oct. 21 homecoming game against South
I )akota State, Kirkish is optimistic.
“The showing we had (t4ct. 7) with all those people
waiting outside and the gates closing 20 minutes before
game time,” Kirkish said, “ . . .If we do get that open, 1
hope we have a record crow'd of I0,(K)0-plus. It will be
fun times when we get that other side open.”
Spencer, who feels the fun of being in Mustang
Maniacs outweighs the wnrk involved, shares Kirkish’s
welcoming mindset.
“Who are the Mustang Maniacs?” she said. “The
whole student bodv.”

Public

Education
continued from page I

college completion.
C'ollege affordability has declined
for most Americans and C'alifornia
received a C.- on its report card.
However, ('alifornia’s state support
of need-based financial aid has
almost doubled: it is one of only
three states to see an increase in this
area.
California is also leading the
country in the percentage of work
ing-age adults enrolled part-time in
college-level education or training.
On the other hand, at HI percent,
C'alifornia ranks below the national
average in the percentage of adults
who hold a high school degree or its
equivalent. In addition, C'alifornia
ranks lower than even Hungary and
Mexico in the number of certifi
cates and degrees produced relatiw
to the number of students enrolled.
“C'alifornia’s underperfbrniance

15 from 11 a.m. to noon in the
Women’s Cienter. Topics will
continued from page 1
include how societal expectations
because they wanted a family, while influence women in the work
others chose careers that specifically place.
The “Women C'areer Discussion
suited their family’s needs.
“I think the main objective is to Series” is the first part of the new
get students, not just women, to C'areer Center series, “Coffee ¿C
think about what tlr^r lives will C'areers,” which tackles specific
look like outside of work,” Rinaldi work-related issues in an open dis
cussion
environment.
C'areer
said.
The series will conclude with. Services plans to have two discus
“What does it mean to be a ‘good’ sions a quarter related to a specific
professional: How are women topic, with a new facilitator each
viewed in the workplace?” on Nov. quarter.

Workplace
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Spaces

S y m p o s i u m

CAED Building 5
Berg G r '‘ ''--

Friday
October 20
2:00 to 4:30pm

in educating its young population
could limit the state’s access to a
competitive workforce and weaken
its economy over time,” according
to a National C'enter press release.
“The knowledge-based global
economy has stimulated an intense
international competition for col
lege-educated and trained workers.
Other nations have approached the
need for higher rates of college par
ticipation and completion with a
real sense of urgency we haven’t yet
seen in the U.S. As baby boom gen
eration,
the
best
educated
Americans in history, approach
retirement age, our country could
experience a drop-off in college
trained workers just as the rest of the
world is gearing up to surpass us in
higher education,” said Patrick
C'allan, president of the National
Ck'nter, in a press release.
The National C'enter, based in
San Jose, C'alif, is independent, non
profit and nonpartisan.
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Question o f the day:
What do you want your life to look like and where do(‘s a eaieer (it inP

“Its kind of
“I would want
important for my my career to be a
life to revolve
big part o f it;
around my career
hopefully I’m
before I have a not going to col
family or
lege for nothing.”
anything.”

-Usa Mam
-Tèssa Pahkamaa
graphic Communications city and regiotud planning
junior
freshman

“A career does
“I probably
“I want it to
n’t really fit in. I want to have a set
represent my
just want to be career. I’d put my
aspirations. A
happy, so
career first, before career is a subset
whatever that
anything else.”
of that instead of
takes.”
something that
exists outside my
goals.”
-Megan Worthington
journalismjunior

-Stella Lee
graphic communications
Jreshman

-Lauren Ross
nutrition senior
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Briefs
State

National

International

SANTA BARBARA (AP)
— Firefighters say there is little
they can do to stop the natural
burning of tar along Hope
Ranch cliffs.
C'ounty fire officials said the
burning tar, which could smoke
for years, doesn’t pose a danger
and is unlikely to grow into a
public safety problem.
Geologists said the fire at a
months-old landslide a mile west
of Arroyo Burro Beach is the
result of tar mixing with oxyII.
• • •
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Ralphs (irocery Co. will pay $70
million under a deal approved in
federal court Monday to settle
charges it illegally hired himdreds of workers under fake
names during a 2003-04 gri eery
strike and lockout.
In accepting the deal, U.S.
District judge Percy Anderson
harangued the supermarket
chain for its actions.
“Ralphs subverted a process
designed to ensure labor disputes are resolved fairly and
equitably,” Anderson said. “The
plea agreement imposes meaningf'ul financial punishment on
Ralphs.”
• • •
SAN D IEG O (AP) — A
woman who left her newborn
baby boy behind a Dumpster in
a trash-filled plastic bag was sentenced to five years in prison
Monday.
janelle Bulatao, 25, was convicted in August of attempted
murder and child abuse.
Prosecutors said she abandoned
her infant in the garbage collection area at a friend’s apartment
complex in June 2005 after
delivering the baby by herself.

H O N O LU LU
(AP)
—
Officials began inspecting bridges
and roads across Hawaii early
Monday following the strongest
earthquake to rattle the islands in
more than two decades, a 6.7magnitude quake that caused
blackouts and landslides but no
reported fatalities. At least one
stretch of road leading to a bridge
near the earthquake’s epicenter
on the Big Island collapsed. Civil
Defense Agency spokesman Dave
Curtis said Monday.
• • •
NEW YORK (AP) —
California
Gov.
Arnold
Schwarzenegger and Gov. Cieorge
Pataki on Monday announced a
partnership that would bring
California together with a group
of Northeast states to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions.
Schwarzenegger said he would
sign an executive order on
Tuesday that calls for a program
that would allow his state to work
with the Regional Greenhouse
Gas Initiative, a plan to reduce
carbon dioxide emissions at
power plants in the Northeast
beginning in 2009. It allows
power plants to trade emissions
credits as a way to reduce overall
greenhouse gas emissions in the
region.
• • •
W ASHINGTON (AP) —
President Bush personally assured
Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri alMaliki Monday that he has no
plans to pull troops out and told
him to ignore rumors the United
States intended to enforce a deadline for Baghdad to rein in sectarian violence. Al-Maliki, was concerned because he had been hearing that the United States was
giving him a two-month timeline
to operate on his own.

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) —
Sunni Muslims tied across the
Tigris River on Monday, trying
to escape a four-day rampage of
sectarian fighting in their Shiitedominated home city of Balad
north of Baghdad. At least 91
people have died — all but 17 of
them Sunnis. Also Monday, two
car bombs hit a Shiite funeral in
Baghdad, killing 15 people and
wounding 27, said Lt. Ahmed
Mohammed Ali. The car bombs
were staggered and killed both
mourners and rescuers who
were called to the scene in the
eastern Ur neighborhood, he
said.
• • •
U N ITE D N A TION S (AP)
— C.hina will implement a U.N.
Security Council resolution and
inspect cargo from North Korea
for illegal weapons and missiles,
China’s U.N. ambassador said
Monday. But Ambassador Wang
Guangya indicated that China
will not stop and board ships to
search for equipment or materi
al that can be used to make
nuclear, chemical and biological
weapons or ballistic missiles.
• • •
JERUSALEM
(AP) —
Prime Minister Ehud Olmert on
Monday invited the Lebanese
prime minister to begin peace
talks following Israel’s recent war
against Hezbollah guerrillas, but
Olmert ruled out peace talks
with Syria at the present time,
saying President Bashar Assad
isn’t a suitable negotiating part
ner. Olmert said Assad must halt
its support for Palestinian mili
tant groups before the two
nations can hold peace talks and
dismissed the Syrian leader’s calls
for negotiations as a “negotiating
tactic.’’

Peace Corps
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^ 3 of people with HIV live *n the developing world
By the end of 2005,40.3 million people were living with HIV/AIDS, in ciu ® g
t7.5 mtHton women and 2.3 million chHdfen tinder the age o f IS — -----------4.9 million people became newly Infected with HIV in 2005, including 700,000
children. Of these new infections, 3.2 million occurred In Sub-Saharan Africa.

’nim in0 Hop« Into Action: Peace Corps Volunteers respond to the
HIV/AIDS crisis
jPeac^orps Volunteers live and work in communities that are the most affected by the
HIV/AIDS pandemic. Volunteers change hearts and minds about HiV/AlD5.*Come see
how you can help make a difference!---------------------------- — -----------------------

Saddam letter sa:
Iraq’s ‘liberation
hand, urges en d
sectarian k illin g ;
Q a ssim A b d u l-Z ah ra
A SS O C lA T E O I'R E S S

BAGHDAD, Iraq — Gunmen
killed the brother of the chief pros
ecutor in Saddam Hussein’s geno
cide trial Monday, as the ex-presi
dent called in an open letter for
Iraqis to forgive their American
enemies and stop sectarian killings
because the country’s “liberation is
at hand.”
The letter appeared to be an
effort by Saddam to cast himself in
the role of a statesman who could
reconcile and rebuild a nation now
torn by intensifying sectarian
bloodshed between Shiites and
Sunnis, continuing attacks by
Sunni insurgents and worsening
economic problems.
Many Iraqis have come to
believe that the United States has
decided to begin pulling out of
Iraq despite President Bush’s
denials. And the letter seems to
argue that the tide may be turning
against U.S.-led foreign troops and
the Shiite-dominated government
they support.
“The hour of liberation is at
hand, God willing. But remember
that your near-term goal is con
fined to freeing your country from
the forces of occupation and their
followers, and not to be preoccu
pied in settling scores,” Saddam
wrote in the Arabic-language let
ter.
He signed it as “President and
commander in chief o f the holy
warrior armed forces.”
The letter, a copy of which was
obtained in Jordan by The
Associated Press, was dictated to his
lawyers during a meeting over the
weekend.
Court officials said Monday that
a verdict and sentence would be
handed down Nov. 5 in the first
trial against Saddam, for the killings
o f 148 Shiite Muslims from the
town o f Dujail after an assassina
tion attempt against him in 1982.
Many fear the sentence —
which is widely expected to be
death by hanging — will further
inflame sectarian animosities across
Iraq, where Saddam remains popu
lar among pockets of the oncedominant Sunni Arab minority.
The slaying o f the brother of the
top prosecutor in Saddam’s second
trial, Imad al-Faroon, added to the
fears o f sectarian violence. AlFaroon was shot and killed in front
of his wife at his home in Baghdad.
His brother is chief prosecutor

The Cal Poly Housing
Corporation's
Annuai Audit
has been completed
for FY 2005-06.
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Copies are available to the
Public at the Corporation
Administration Building #15.

Muqith al-Faroon, a Shiite over
seeing the case against Saddam on
charges o f crimes against humanity
for a military campaign that killed
thousands of Iraqi Kurds during
the Iran-lraq w.^r.
There was no immediate word
from law enforcement authorities
about the killing or who might be
responsible.
Imad
al-Faroon
worked as a legal adviser to Ahmed
Chalabi, an Iraqi exile who
returned to a prominent position
in the early days after the U.S.-led
invasion toppled Saddam.
Al-Faroon’s slaying came less
than three weeks after the fatal
shooting o f a brother-in-law of a
judge in the genocide trial, which
was to resume Tuesday.
Saddam said he resorted to a let
ter because “my chances to express
my opinion are limited” in deten
tion.
“It was only a few times that I
managed to address you through
the farcical, so-called trial when
the
microphones
were
not
switched off,” he said.
The judges in Saddam’s two tri
als have repeatedly censured him,
occasionally expelling him from
the courtroom, for contempt of
court and making political state
ments.
Saddam urged Shiites and Sunnis
to set aside their differences and
focus instead on driving U.S. forces
out of Iraq. Expressing pain over
sectarian fighting, he said “my
heart fails me” over what he called
foreigners’ success in “sowing divi
sions among us.”
Iraqis are “living the most diffi
cult period in history because of
the occupation, killing, destruction
and looting,” Saddam said, adding
that he yearned for a “great unified
Iraq, which is not split by any
color, segment or allegation.”
He urged Sunnis to forgive their
Iraqi opponents and also to forgive
those who tracked down his two
sons, Odai and Qussai, who were
killed in a battle with American
soldiers in the northern city of
Mosul in 2003.
“You must show genuine for
giveness and put aside revenge over
the spilled blood o f your sons and
brothers, including the sons o f
Saddam Hussein,” he said.
Saddam also urged the Sunnidominated insurgency to choose
targets carefully, warning that they
are alienating the Iraqi public by
using excessive force.

Th# Cal Poly Corporation's
Annual Audit
has been completed
for FY 2005-06.
Copies are available to the
Public at the Corporation
Administration Building #15.
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Los Angeles Fashion 4 people die as H ouston area
Week kicks ofF
gets up to 10 inches o f rain
R asha M adkour
A s s i k :i a i e i ) P r e s s

si

Mercedes Benz Fashion Week began
at Smashbox Studios in Culver Qty,
Calif, on Sunday, O ct 15« 2006.
Clockwise from top left: designer
lx>uis Verdad and actress Ilzabella
Miko walk down the runway after his
show, a model takes off her heels dur
ing the Evisu fashion show, and a
model gets her makeup done before
the Sue Wang show.
MATT SAYLES
A.SSCX;iATEO PRESS

Solvej Schou
Asstx iATEi)

Press

CULVER CITY, Calif. — Los
Angeles Fashion Week opened in true
L.A. fashion — with celebrities,
diversity, rock ‘n’ roll and irreverence.
Sunday nights debut at Smashbox
Studios covered the design spectrum,
from local favorite Louis Verdads
fresh, sassy cuts, to Sue Wongs ornate
dres.ses and Japanese denim-maker
Evisu s funky fits.
Featuring the designers’ 2(M)7
spring collections, the showinj^ set
the tone o f Mercedes-Benz L.A.
Fashion Week, a series of 32 shows
over five days that continues to gain
respect in the fashion world in recent
years.
For Verdad, raised in Mexico and
based in Los Angeles, inspiration for
his cleanly tailored but flirty collec
tion came from actress Natalie
Portnun and her Golden Globe-win
ning stint as a wig-wearing sex kitten
in the 2(K)4 film “C'loser.”
“I thoujdit. this is a theme I should
get inspirod by. I love her beauty. Her
aesthetic is gtirgeous.’Verdad told The
Asstxiated Press backstage before his
show.
Mtxlels sashaying down the run
way to the tune of “ Hello, 1 Love
You” by another L.A. export. The
1)oors, wore an array of short, cinched
dresses in a cream-colored palette,
thigh-skimming shorts and cropped
jackets with ankle boots and sleekly
bobbed blonde and black wigs, simi
lar to Portman’s in the film.
•
“We’re doing a younger silhouette.
...The hemline is higher, much high
er,” Vefdad said. “This collection is
more a nuxlern approach. 1 like it
because it’s sort of fun. playfi.il.”
Looks rooted in the PfHiK are
already on the street this fall, and
Verdad plans for them to be around
this spring too, as he offered straight,
narrow pants, wide belts and gold
metallic prints. Ciold is better suited
for spring than silver, the designer
said.
Another local talent, longtime

designer Sue Wong, took a different,
more colorfully dense, approach to
her collection.
Music played a big part, with a
dreamy harp solo jump-starting the
show, and each of the collection’s 10
culturally distinct categories paired
with a different tune.
At her best, Wong demonstrated
her knack for detail, from ‘20sinspired gowns with crisply beaded
backs and flowing skirts to a lavishly
embroidered white wedding dress
and matching coat. At her worst, she
weighed down chiffon and silk dres.ses with too much beading and
embellishment.
Japanese-based Evisu started off,
literally, with a bang.
In fix>nt of a backdrop emulating an
urban skyline, two musicians pounded
on traditional Japanese Taiko drums
before a bare chested male model
wearing slouchy jeans and carrying
denim-encased blocks spelling “E-V1-S-U” stomped down the catwalk.
Founded in 1991 by designer
Hidehiko Yamane, and distributed
outside Japan by Peter C'aplowe, the
high-end denim company’s jeans sell
for hundreds of dollars. Yet in its press
materials, it says it still adheres to val
ues of “humor and irreveremce.”
Those qualitic's came through on
the catwalk in the company’s first U.S.
showing.
One female model strutted down
the runway wearing a pair of jeans as
a bolero jacket. Another male model
sported two pairs of sparkly denims
— one open at the fly to reveal the
other layered underneath.
A skintight strapless black denim
jumpsuit sizzled alongside metallic
bomber jackets, and a floor-length sil
ver robe p.iin'd with skinny, slick jeans
brought on audience hollers and
applause.
The biggest applause, however,
greeted a female model who, tia‘d of
her ill-fitting 5-inch heels, pulled
them off of her feet, held them up in
the air, and kept on walking, grinning
the whole time.

HO USTON — Heavy thun
derstorms brought torrential rains,
flooding and tornadoes
to
Southeast Texas Monday, killing
four people, ripping roofs off
mobile homes, and trapping rushhour drivers on flooded, tangled
freeways.
A Houston mother and daugh
ter were found dead in a sport
utility vehicle in floodwaters at
least 8 feet deep in Houston,
apparently of drow ning, the Harris
(Tnmty Medical Examiners C)fTice
said.
Houston Police Sgt. P.E. Ogden
III said the floodwaters exert such
pressure on submerged cars,
“Arnold Schwarzenegger couldn’t
get out.”
Two people died in Brazoria
County. One person was found
dead in a submerged vehicle and a
54-year-old woman died in a twovehicle collision on a rain-slicked
highway. No other information
was immediately available about
the deaths.
Nine members of one family
were injured when their sportutility vehicle skidded off rainslicked Interstate 10 and hit a
guardrail on their way home from
a family gathering, said Harris
County emergency management
spokeswoman Gloria Roemer.
None of the injuries was lifethreatening, Harris County Sgt.
Dana Wolfe said.
As much as 10 inches o f rain fell
in the Houston-Galveston area
overnight.
More rain was expected across
Texas on Monday, although floodwaters were receding in parts of
the Houston area by late morning.
Parts of interstates 10 and 45
were shut down around Houston,
and the University o f Houston
and several other schools were
closed. Twenty bayous overflowed
their banks, but county officials
said no evacuations were ordered.
Some delays were reported at both
of Houston’s major airports.
A tornado struck east o f
Houston near the Jefferson
County town of China, not far
from the Louisiana line, said emer
gency management spokeswoman
Darlene Koch. The National
Weather Service confirmed the
tornado, and Koch said five
mobile homes and two houses

KAREN WARREN A SSix iATEO PRESS

A car sits abandoned in flood waters at the Travis HOV lane, near
Allen’s Landing in H ouston on M onday follow ing overnight rains.

were destroyed. No injuries were
reported.
Another
tornado
ripped
through
northern
Newton
County on the Texas-Louisiana
line, toppling trees and power
lines, authorities said. There were
no reported injuries.
In the Texas Coastal Bend, as
many as 20 homes were damaged
as a suspected tornado roared
through the small Lavaca Bay
community o f Magnolia Beach
before daybreak Monday, Calhoun
County Sheriff B.B. Browning
said. The only injury reported in
the small community 75 miles
northeast of Corpus Christi was a
cut thumb a man suffered from
flying glass, he said.
Parts o f North and West Texas
got as much as 4 inches o f rain
overnight, prompting flash flood
warnings.
National
Weather
Service meteorologist Stacie
Hanes said the rain in North Texas
was expected to dissipate by
evening.
In Louisiana, three people were
hurt early Monday when strong
winds blew through the fishing

community o f Leeville, 90 miles
south o f New Orleans, authorities
said.
An elderly couple was rescued
from an overturned trailer. The
woman suffered a broken arm,
while her husband was treated for
bruises and lacerations, said Larry
Weidel, a spokesman for the
Lafourche Parish sheriff. Another
person was treated for a knee
injury, he said. The storm sank at
least two boats, as well.
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Band o f brothers brings melodious moods
Lauren Zahner
M U S T A N C ; D A llY

Stephen Schulte is the kind of C^al
l*oly student w'ho goes to the store
to buy “a couple brews” and then
plays golf with his buddies on a late
Monday afternoon. He’s also the
kind of brother and best friend who
will drive to I’etaluma to practice
with his best friends and younger
brother for their band.
Moods of Melody, consisting of
two sets of brothers, will bring a
funky reggae sound inspired by the
Ked Hot Cdiili I'eppers to the Ree
(Center at K:,^() p.m. on Thursday
during “I )usk ‘til 1)awn.”
The band was started four years
ago in IVtalunia by Schulte, an agri
cultural business senior, and his best
friend Blaise Turek.
"It’s not really like anything
else... It’s a very natural sound, but at
the same time you can’t put your
finger on it. It’s kind of indescrib
able, it’s kind of a feeling,” lead vocals
and guitarist Blaise Turek said of their
original music.
Their younger bmthers, Kyle Turek
and Marc “The Punisher” Schulte,
were always around but joined the
band later, Stephen Schulte said. The
four have been friends for almost 10
years.
“We are a band based around love,”

brother is that their fan base is older
and Kyle has a hard time identifying
with that older crowd. 13ut working
with his brother and friends has its
advantages, too.
“The chemistry is just always
there,” Blaise Turek said.
Schulte attributes this chemistry to
his hope for the future of Moods of
Melody.
“I think it’s fo*- the long run defi
nitely. We’re only getting stmnger and
impmving. The bond’s only getting
stmnger,” he said.
Both sets of brothers’ parents have a
love of music that has been influential
in the life of the band. Their families
am very supportive and help them get
gigs. Schulte said he can remember
that he was 14 or l.S years old when
he started playing the ba,ss because his
mom drove him to lessons.
(IXJKITSY P H tm i
Artists such as the Sublime, Bob
Moods o f Melody, a band o f two sets o f brothers, will bring their fiinky reggae sound to Cal Poly’s “Dusk ’til
Marley and jack Johnson have
Dawn” on Thursday at 8:30 p.m. They will also be at Frog and Peach on Friday at 10:30 p.m.
inspired the band as well.
For Blaise, performing is a release.
Moods of Melody wrote on their the rest of the band is a challenge.
est, he said.
“It’s like
the
climax
of
MySpace profile.
“He bites the bullet because he
The origin of Marc’s nickname, music...That’s the ultimate gratifica
“It’s the love we have for each knows he’s flaking on us so he’ll drive “The Punisher,” is unclear.
tion of why you make music in the
other because we’re brothers and best back,” Blaise Turek said of Stephen
“When we were growing up we first place,” he said.
friends,” Stephen Schulte said.
Schulte.
used to call huiTBig Pun’because he’s
Moods of Melody is opening for
Kyle Tua'k and Marc Schulte are
“Sometimes we’re harder on each bigger than us. It just turned into‘The The Expendables at C'al Poly at H:30
students at Santa Rosa Junior College other. I feel like I can just tell him Punisher’ because — you got to meet p.m. on Thursday. Admission is |4 or
and Blaise Turek works frill time in how It IS without worrying about him,” Stephen Schulte said.
free with a PolyC'ard. They will also
construction in Petaluma. The dis hurting his feelings.” Working with
Balise Turek said one of the chal be at Fmg and Peach on Friday at
tance between Stephen Schulte and his brother makes it easier to be hon lenges of working with his younger 10:30 p.m.

Ludacris bounces back w ith new album
K eegan D avis
I ) M I\ t )■( 01 I I (.ISN ( t ) k | AMOMA S i A ll
U .)

SI 111 WATER,
Okla.
—
I udacris, the “clow n prince of hiphop,” is back with his cartoomsh
lyrics and over-the-top style to
release his fifth LP “ Itelease
Fherapy,” already the No. 1 album
on the Billboard charts.
He opens the album giving a
“ Warning” that the album contains
“ludicrous material” and that lis
teners are “about to witness histo
ry.” l.uda, as he is known to his
fans, puts his money where his
mouth is.
Hoping to bounce back from a
less-than-spectacular fourth album,
“ I he Red Light I )istrict,” Ludacris
returns to previous form on his
newest release.
The self-described busiest man
111 hip-hop has appeared m such
recent films as “ Hustle & Flow”
and the Oscar-winning “O ash.”
The break from recording must

have helped because his latest
album is easily his most grown-up,
if not his finest, work.
edaimmg the album is “part
release and part therapy.” Ludacris
spends the first half of the album
cutting loose and the second half
cutting deep. Although he has shed
light on social issues in previous
work, I uda is more known for his
wild party anthems that target
alcohol, drug use and sex.
While this album contains those
elements, it is in smaller doses and
replaced in some songs with sym
pathy, motivation and understand
ing to those who are less fortunate
or have suffered social injustice.
Although no longer sporting his
famous braids, l.uda hasn’t lost his
creativity or swagger. 11is lyrics are
on point and as imaginative as
ever. His cutting up is evident in
the album’s first single.
The
N e p t u n es - p rod u c ed
“ Money Maker” is nothing differ
ent from previous singles but is a
see Ludacris, page 8

(X X IR IK S Y m iT IO

The “clown prince o f hip-hop,” laidacris, released his fifth LP “Release Therapy” which has already reached No.
1 on the Billboard charts. He opens the album with a warning stating that it may contain “ludicrous material.”
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M is. E>oubtfire becomes ‘M an o f thelfeir
question “W hat if Jon Stewart
M U S T A N C D A IL Y
became president of the United
States?” and tries to blend it with
Do you ever get the feeling that conspiracy, thrills and comedy. The
some weeks are better than others? film gets out of control halfway
Last week was “Employee of the through and is extended to an
Month,” this week is “Man of the unnecessary two hours. Ultimately,
Year.” Somehow going from the overlying question is never
“m onth” to “year” was all it took to even answered and you’re left with
help us forget Jessica Simpson’s some pretty good jokes and a dis
existence
and savor Robin organized group of political state
Williams’ return to comedy.
ments.
“Man of the Year” takes the
R yan C hartrand

C O U R T F.SY P H O T O

Robin W illiams plays the political comedian elected president o f the
United States in the new movie “Man o f the Year.”

Trying to make
up for the doomedfrom-the-start,
co m a- in d ucin g
project known as
“ RV,”
Williams
plays the political
comedian elected
president of the
United States (or so
he thinks). Once
Williams falls in
love with a woman
holding onto a
dark secret that
there was a glitch
m
the
voting
machines which
allowed him to
win, the story
i
takes
a
dark,
C O U R I KSY P H O T O
thrilling turn that
“Man o f the Year” finished third at the box office over the weekend and offers a
makes
cracking
those Viagra jokes variety o f comedy from W illiams in the two hour political film.
a bit harder. What
it ultimately comes down to, how get-go why Williams took on the you actually start to believe
ever, is the question o f where project. The jokes are all fresh, Stephen Colbert or Jon Stewart
comedians like Jon Stewart belong original and delivered in the could run for president two years
and the somewhat unknown Williams fashion you’ve come to from now.
But it’s those moments o f come
importance they serve in their role love.
lt
also
helped
that
they
were
dy
and hope for change in America
as jesters to the king. You might
gain a little more respect for polit exactly what Williams needed to that you have to hold onto if you
ical comedians, but you’ll probably raise “ Mrs. Doubtfire” DVD sales, plan on leaving with any satisfacstill be wondering how you can W riter/director Barry Levinson, tion.
There’s so many out of place
scream and laugh at the same time. who hasn’t written a film in seven
Although “Man o f the Year” years or teamed with Williams scenes diving into conspiracy and
tries to be more exhilarating and since “Good Morning Vietnam,” the terrible world of Jeff Cioldbluin
that Levinson starts to take those
in-your-face than it probably blends the comedy with some seri
should be, it’s obvious from the ous political statements so well that
see Man, page 8
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NEEDS AN “UNDER FOUR” REMINDER.

DRINK RESPONSIBLY.

MOST CAL POLY STUDENTS DRINK UNDER FOUR DRINKS IN ONE SITTING
message brought to you by Cal Poly students based on a survey of Cal Poly stuf
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any other moment of my tiiy.
This is the reason why so many
people
followed
the
(ihost
Mice/Matty Pop Cdiart tour into San
Luis C'ibispo Sunday night. To be
honest, 1 think more people followed
this excursion than Kush’s last stadi-

continued from page 6

nice complement to the first half of
the album.
Borrowing a line from the late
Notorious B.I.G., the second track
and latest single, “Grew Up a Screw
Up,’’ features fellow Atlanta native
Young Jeezy and is dedicated to “All
my hustlers that’s a product of they
environment.’’
On “Ultimate Satisfaction,’’ where
he is joined by his proteges Field
Mob, Ludacris sports some of his best
lines, making it quite possibly the

best track on the album.
Never one to hide his feelings for
the ladies, they are addressed on
“Girls Gone Wild,’’ “End of the
Night’’ and “Woozy,” which features
K. Kelly.
Flere, “Release Therapy” takes on
a different approach and addresses
serious issues.Topics ranging from his
critics and those in prison, to the
president and God are featured as
subjects on “Tell It Like It Is,” “War
With God,” “Do Your Time” and
“Slap.”
But Ludacris doesn’t stop there.
His most profound work is featured
on the last two songs.

Sounds fix>m Sunday nig^t
um tour. That’s quite amazing when work. It was very different than the ence of life after high school. It was
you think about the number of peo raw aggression and anger that pushes affectionate and touching to see so
ple that have even heard of these so many away from punk rock, espe many young kids touched by some
bands. Far from indie circuit main cially after they leave high school. thing so honest and pure and earnest
stagers, Cihost Mice and Marry Pop Lead singer and only member Matt and helping. Fart of the amazement
Cdiart led their clan of fans in an Tobey pushed through his set of songs came from the tolerance the crowd
amazing sing-a-long set of songs at with a smile and a rather shy look gives the artists because the artists give
focused far away from the audience, so much forgiveness to the crowd.
Two Dogs’ C'afé.
1 arrived right before Kenny (from who stared at him with full attention C’luitar tuning off of an accordion and
Cihost Mice then climbed on stage missteps in lyrics are loved just as
local band the Attractives) began his
much as the songs themset. The show itself had
___
selves.
been going since 3 p.m.
_ _
The show was definitely
where it opened with a
one
of those rewarding
potluck and a show at
It was afiectionate and touching
musical e.xperiences. just as
Mitchell Park.
Sitting
to
see
so
many
young
kids
amazing
as guitar solos,
alone with his guitar,
technical brilliance and
Kenny moved through a
touched by something so honest
genre-bending
weirdness.
variety of songs before
I’m glad kids are finding this
and pure and earnest and helping.
playing a rather vulgar song
and
latching onto it. In fact,
that hinged heavily on
_ _
I’m glad 1 found it because
lyrics involving “head
——
I’m latching on too.
under a rainbow.’’
Show tip: the Easy Star
Matty Pop C'hart played
quickly,
aided
by
the
fact
that
the
All Stars will be performing a reggiie
ne.xt as a crew of high school and col
sh(w
required
no
electronic
equip
tribute
to Kadiohead on Wednesday
lege students swarmed in next to each
other. The music itself could easily ment and set changes could move at 1)owntown Brewing Co. It’s prob
have been played next door at the rapidly. To be honest, 1 felt a little left ably worth it merely to watch some
library, but it rumbled a sincere state out because 1 was one of the few that one with dreads play the guitar solo
ment of the punk movement. Songs did not know every single one of the ftxam “l^aranoid Android.”
about being lonely, out of place and lyrics. The show was amazing to
Graham Citlhcrtsou is a joimialism
fighting all of those evil corporations watch though, as the Indiana based
were placed behind amazingly cute band played through songs describing jiitiior and is the general manager for
vocals and simple acoustic guitar schemes to steal pizza and the pres KCPR.

“Runaway Love,” graced by the
presence of Mary j. Blige, tells har
rowing stories of young girls who
believe “hell is a place called home.”
Very powerful and compelling,
Ludacris has plans for Spike Lee to
direct the video, according to
Billboard.com.
Where has all this newfound
maturity come from? Luda explains
it on “Freedom of Preach,” saying
he’s “smarter because of his daugh
ter” and that “it’s all starting to make
sense.”
It may not make sense to some,
e
Uwho criticize the youth might just
be getting too old.”

Man
continued from page 8

originally enjoyable moments
away from the audience. Levinson
tries to add on top o f the grow
ing mess a theme of credibility
that never quite hits home hard
enough. He makes a good point,
however, that America could vote
a comedian president simply
because television lacks so much
credibility that it’s impossible for
the people to know who’s right
anymore; the guy on the left or
the right box o f your screen
screaming at each other about gay
marriage?
It really comes down to the
person who sounds different, the
one who doesn’t see the country
in terms of red and blue states.

but united states.
“Man o f the Year” might open
up such discussions for some of
you, but even if it doesn’t, there’s
enough Williams stand-up come
dy to garner some applause
around the theater. Staying with
its original comical intentions
could have easily made it one of
the best comedies o f the year, but
now it must settle with being
“The one good Robin Williams
film of the year.”
Since getting to see Robin
Williams this week was enough
to make an improvement over
last, we can only hope next
week’s
Spielberg-directed
“Hermaphrodite o f the Century”
will be even better. And then
again, perhaps some weeks are
better than others.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn $100-$200/shift. No experience necessary.
International Bartender School will be back in SLO one week only. Day/Eve.
classes. Job placement pt. time/full time openings, limited seating, call today!

1 -8 00-8594109
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O ne Mistake Shouldn't

Session O ne: Vi^Tial do you want
your life lo look like
and where does
career fit in?
iW henrT uesday, O cIoIht 17ih, 11am- 12pm
I Vi here: Women’s (’enter (ÜU217)

Attorney
Serving th e needs o f

Sessitm

I' h o :

What does it mean to
be a “good"
professional: 1low
are women viewed in
the workplace?
i Vi hen: Wednesday, November I .S, 11am - 12pm
here: Women’s Center (UIJ217)

t You Your Future

Cal Poly & Cuesta
students since 1998
■DUI & Drug Cases
• Misdemeanors & Felonies
• Employment Law

FREE initial
consultation!
Drunk in Public Violations
Personal Injury

544-7693

Ivm w .stulberg.com i
jstulberg@>stulberg.com
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D A T IN G C O L U M N

Be yourself when playing the dated dating game
hen I’m around
other twenty-some
things
chatting
indiscriminately about relation
ships, I have no qualms referring
to my significant other as my
boyfriend.
But at certain times, usually
around the older and wiser, the
word “boyfriend” sounds awkward
coming out of my mouth.
It’s the prefix. My boyfriend
isn’t a boy, he’s a guy; but say “guy
friend” and no one gets the
romantic connotation.
With girls it’s different. At what
ever age, whether we really are still
“girls” or full-fledged women, guys
will still always see us as girls, and
will use the term even when we’re
little old ladies.
I don’t know if it’s just me (and
hopefully I don’t offend him), but
I hear a trace of impermanence,
and maybe even immaturity, in the
term “boyfriend.” After a certain
length of time, do we graduate
from girl- or boyfriend to some
thing else?
Saying “significant
other”
works, but it’s too long-winded for
everyday conversation. An imme
diate jump to “fiancée” can freak
out some people (especially when
it’s just one party doing the jum p
ing).
Besides encountering trouble
with what to call each other, what
is it that my “boyfriend” and 1 are
doing? What do we call the activi
ty itself?
Dating?
Gasp! She said the D word!
The term “dating” seems to
have dropped out of linguistic
favor. But it isn’t going extinct; it’s
simply operating covertly under
aliases. We’ll call it “seeing each

defining emotion of the whole
business. The concept of dating as
we’ve been socialized to under
stand wouldn’t be the same if it
weren’t unnerving. But despite the
inevitability that the physiological
response to the idea of asking
someone out ranges anywhere
from winged insects in one’s gut to
heaving said insects, people go to
lengths to avoid it, knowing there’s
no way around it.
I think the problem at the core
of human interaction is that every
one just tries too hard. It’s cliché
advice to say “Just be yourself,” but
maybe if people followed it, we’d
meet people who get along with
the real version of ourselves.
Although I don’t have my psych
degree (yet). I’m sure it’s safe to say
that being real in a relationship
with someone who can be real
with you is actually functional.
Just rip off the Band-aid — the
quicker, the better. If awkwardness
can’t be avoided, ruminating over
it can. Flaying the “what-if” game
won’t get you closer to working up
the nerve, and the most you could
lose is your dignity for maybe a
minute or two, if you let it last that
long.
The least you could gain is more
experience with this age-old and
newfangled predicament, and
when it comes to understanding
relationships, we could all use
more of that.
O f course, everything’s easier
said than done. But for those of us
searching for “The One” (or hop
ing we’ve found him/her), saying
anything easily isn’t worth half as
much as succeeding at something
we’ve done the hard way.
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other” or “being involved” or
“going out,” but when it comes to
“dating,” we wrinkle our noses.
Today, dating seems just as archaic
as courting or “going steady”; it’s
something our ancestors did eons
ago. As verb and/or noun, the
word “date” sounds so... well,
dated.
But the terminology isn’t the
hang-up at all. It’s the subject.
It
seems
counterintuitive.
Arguably, relationships fill every
aspect of conversation. It’s the
everyday exchanges laced with
romantic tension that excite us
most, and entice our less scrupu
lous tendencies for gossip.
But when it comes to doing the
deed — that is, attempting to
secure a date ourselves — our
voices flutter out o f our throats. We
can talk all we want about others’
love lives, but when it comes to
our own, we either go on the
defensive (perhaps to the point of
being offensive) or nervously shrug
our shoulders at family gatherings
when Aunt Velma asks the age-old
question, “So, how’s your love
life?”

widened Polyview Drive
will support bike lines in
both directions, sidewalks
for pedestrians that are wide
TO THE EDITOR enough to accommodate the
large amount of pedestrians
who use Polyview Drive,
and space for service vehi
S o lv in g the ca m p u s cles. Widening would be easy
b ike d ilem n a
in most sections o f the road
In May 1989, “walk your
because of the large amount of
bike” zones were introduced
unused right-of- way. The
at Cal Poly on certain roads, as
section between Via Carta and
a response to a growing num
the University Union would
ber of bike vs. pedestrian
be difficult to widen because
injuries on Polyview Drive.
o f lack of right-of-way, but
The zones have increased
this can be made up for by
pedestrian safety, but it has
building
a short bicycle bridge
also made getting around cam
parallel to this section.
pus with a bicycle harder.
The widened Polyview
Cyclists cannot easily get from
Drive
should also feature some
class to class with their bicy
bicycle speed limits and even
cles, since most courses are
some stop signs. This signage
located within “walk your
will force cyclists to be more
bike” zones.
aware of their surroundings.
How do we improve the
I believe that these
mobility of cyclists while pro
improvements to Polyview
tecting the safety of pedestri
Drive will improve mobility
ans? I propose that Polyview
for cyclists while also keeping
Drive be widened to accom
pedestrians safe.
modate pedestrians, bicycles,
M ichael M cT hrow
and one-way vehicular traffic
Computer science sophomore
for service vehicles. A

LETTERS

From whence does the awk
wardness with dating stem?
Perhaps it starts in preschool, when
you realize that little girls and little
boys aren’t the same after all, and
that every member of the opposite
sex is infected with cooties (which
have yet to be classified in biolog
ical binomial nomenclature).
As we grow older, cooties aren’t
the bad guys they used to be; in
fact, they seem to draw us toward a
special someone whose cooties get
along with our own. However, it
seems we were so traumatized by
that startling childhood realization
that all that remains is a feeling of
unease when it comes to
approaching the opposite sex.
And so, people avoid dating (at
least under that heading) because
it’s risky, and there aren’t a lot of
people who enjoy employing a
trial-and-error method with their
hearts on the line.
Last week a friend of mine was
asked, “How can you ask a girl out
without making it awkward for
her to say no if she wants to?”
Okay, here’s the cold, hard fact.
Sarah Carhoncl is an Iznj;>lish and
O f course it’s awkward! That’s the psychology junior.
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M ustang womens golf team
tied for seventh at tournament
306 total, led by Allison Wing with
a 73. Wing is tied for 12th place
a tie for 12th place.
entering Tuesday’s final round while
SI'OkIS INFOKMAMON k H ’ORI
Stephanie Yocum is tied for 33rd
place after a round of 77 on the
The C'al l\ily women’s goU team 6,2.S9-yard, par-72 layout.
is in a tie tor seventh place with
O ther Mustang scorers are
Portland State, 27 strokes behind Hannah llrabb and Julia Heath,
team leader 1)enver after one round both tied for 46th place with 7Ss,
of play in the TaylorMade Lady and Jessica Huss with an 8.S for a
Aztec Fall Classic hosted by San 103rd-place tie.
I )iego State at The Auld C'ourse.
C’ompeting as an individual, CLil
Coach
Scott
(Lirtwright’s Polv’s Kellv McEachern carded an
Mustangs compiled a four-person

86 and is tied for 106th place.
Denver finished with a mneunder-par 279 total and was led hy
individual leader Emily Hoeper
with a six-under-par 66. Teammate
Stephanie Sherlock and U(Irvine’s Selanee Flenderson carded
69s for a second-place tie.
Denver has a 17-stroke advantage
over lirigham Young with UC
Irvine another five shots back in
third place. There are 19 teams in
the 36-hole event.

going and keep working,” she said.
Students working on the cam
paign, mostly business majors, were
recruited last spring and make up
the biggest group the chapter has
had to date. They chose to distrib
ute wheelchairs in Argentina from a
list of countries that are in need.
“It’s about raising money, but it’s
also about raising awareness. It’s
hard to imagine not having mobili
ty,” Hurley said.
According to the chapter’s press
release, it’s estimated that only 45
percent of Argentina’s population
has health coverage, but there are
nearly 3.5 million disabled persons,
with that number increasing by
approximately 150,000 every year.
Last year’s group raised approxi
mately $66,000 to distribute
wheelchairs to children and adults

in Belize. This past August, Metcalf
and six chapter alumni went to
Belize to hand-deliver the wheel
chairs.
Other fundraising events include
a showing of “Beetlejuice” at the
Fremont Theatre in downtown San
Luis Obispo at 7:30 p.m. Oct. 26.
Tickets are $5 and the event is open
to the public.
The group will also host their
Sixth Annual Gift of Mobility
Benefit on April 14 at the Cliffs
Kesort in Pismo Beach. The event
will include dinner and an auction
of items donated by community
members, with eaqh $75 ticket pur
chasing one wheelchair for an
Argentinian in need.
The Cal Poly Chapter of the
Wheelchair Foundation is also
accepting individual donations.

A lliso n W in g leads C al P oly in

Wheelchair
continuedfrom page 12
Center if they don’t have their own.
Tennis Warehouse, the event’s spon
sor, is donating tennis balls and a
top-quality racquet to be auctioned
off during the tournament.
The Cal Poly chapter of the
Wheelchair Foundation is made up
of 22 students, led by chapter advis
er and marketing professor Lynn
Metcalf, working to raise money to
distribute wheelchairs to people in
need as part of their senior projects.
But Hurley says that working for
the Wheelchair Foundation has
more rewards than just getting
credit for a senior project.
“It’s a lot more than that to us, it’s
a cause. It’s really inspiring to keep

INTENSIVE
trf :a t m e n i ’ ix3r
EATING
DISORDERS
THESE PROGRAMS ARE DESIGNED
NOT TO INTERFERE WITH
STUDENT OR WORKING SCHEDULES
ALL SERVICES APPROVED
BY MAJOÀ INSURANCE COMPANIES
SEPARATE ADOLESCENT
AND ADULT GROUPS SCHEDULED
...............

FALL & WINTER

IN T E N SIV E
OUTPATIENT

GROUPS NOW FORMING

D ISO R D E R
PRO G RA M

Cal Poly junior setter Chelsea Hayes (13) goes up for the ball against
UCSB’s Lauren McLaughlin on Saturday at M ott Gym.

went to the tournament in consec
utive years from 1981-89.
continuedfrom page 12
But while the 2006 team is
foot, 3-inch presence in the lineup, mindful of such history, it is decidFor a program that has reached txHy
living in the past,
the NCAA Tournament just three
“ We c.m never go back,
times since 1989, in recent vears it Stevenson said. “We don t want to
might h.ive been easy to look back
back. We want to create sometoo often. The Mustaiuts. after all, thing new.’

Wild Pitch

team are excited to improve their
skills ,md.“be in a whole new level
continued from page 12
of competition.” Demers said.
Milich knows liow hard he
ming, making his swimmers do
pulling exercises without kicking in pushes his team and s.iys he is
order to condition their arms, and impressed by how his swimmers
intense kicking to improve power manage their workload of classes
and frequent practices.
and stamina in their legs.
“ I find that the students at ('al
“ 1 would like them all to be bet
ter. If I can do that, it's a huge Poly are outstanding athletes,”
Milich said.
accomplishment,” Milich said.
Milich hopes to continually
Demers said a few of ('al Poly’s
improve the Mustangs’ record by
swimmers quit the team because
recruiting up-and-coming swim
they were unable to keep up with
mers to ('al Poly, which is a new
the intense practice schedule set by direction for the team.
Milich. However, the dedicated
“1 hope I'm here for the rest of
swimmers who have stuck with the inv career," .Milich said.

Milich

♦
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A ttention Cal Poly Clubs:

LOCATIONS IN

LOS OUVOS, SANTA BARBARA
AND SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA.

CALL US W ITH YOUR QUESTIONS AT

TERRY MTIITE. M.F.T.

805.688.5057

FRANCIE \VI IITE, M.s.R.D.

OR VISIT US AT

MICHELLE M M ’OFF, L.c.s.w.
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P!s firc manager Madia in wake ofALCS ddiade

Polls
continued from page 12

Prior to the poll’s release, there
was speculation that Cal Poly (.S1, 2-0 Great West Football
CTmterence) could move up
because
then-N o.
1 New
Hampshire (-S-1) was upset 42-23
by then-No. 13 James Madison
(.3-1) on Saturday.
Instead, Illinois State (5-1) ,
which garnered 11 first-place
votes, leapfrogged Cal Poly to the
No. 3 spot. Appalachian State (61) is the new No. 1, Montana (51) No. 2 with two first-place
votes and Youngstown State (6-1)
No. 5. UNH is now No. 7 and
|M U No. 8.

S ir e

I

playoffs by I )etroit.
The A’s did not announce a
replacement. Bench coach Bob
Geren was considered a top candi
date.
“Not to fault either side, but I felt
a disconnect on a lot of levels,” gen
eral manager Billy Beane said.
“Once again, it’s not to point the
finger at Ken or anything like that.
But that disconnect was there and it
was something we needed to address
as soon as possible.”
Oakland went 368-280 in his
four seasons as manager, but has
frustrated management and fans by

Reports are that a disconnect
between Macha and his players
contributed to the firing of the
mani^er, who was 368-280 in
four years at the helm.
Janie McCauley
A S S O C IA T E D I'K E S S

Ken Macha managed the
Oakland Athletics into the AL
Championship Series, yet it still
wasn’t enough to save his job.
Macha was fired by the Athletics
on Monday, two days after the West
champions w'ere swept out of the

failing to get into the World Series.
The A’s finally reached the ALCS
this year following four straight
first-round exits from 200(1-03. T he
Tigers eliminated them m four
straight games.
“I feel good about what we did
here,” Macha said in a phone inter
view. “I went to the ballpark every
day with the sole intent of winning
a baseball game for the Oakland A’s,
and we did a lot of that. I have zero
regrets.”
In an odd episode last October,
the A’s parted ways with Macha _
and then rehired him about a week
later, giving him a three-year con
tract.
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Crossword
ACROSS

37 Mick dagger
and fellas, with
1 Not a hologram,
‘Ih e ”

say

39 Singer k .d .___

' 5 First mate?

40 Sufficient,
informally

9 Somewhat,
slangily
14 Kind of clef
15 Whittle (down)
16 Fiery feeling
17 "There’s a call
for you. Mr.

Gates"

Editefj by Will Shortz

65 One way to read

68 Bing Crosby's
record label

42 Blackens, in a
way

70 Event not run in

43 Suffix with
electro-

71 Sausage flavor

the Olympics
72 Hold sway

44 Hart family
sitcom

73 What a ring
doesnl have

45 Build up, as a

DOWN

46 In poor taste

1 Fully absorbed

50 "Get out of the
chair, Mr,
Boone"

2K-12
3 Positron's place

52 Swarm

4 Unfnended

54 Trial lawyer’s

5 P.D alert

25 Garbage boat
27 “Calm down,
Mr, Wahiberg"
32 Faithful servant
in “Otello"
36 Inits. on a telly

advice

?7

M

B7"

49

iit

41

44

FT

46

L9U

or

Puni* by TtmottiyPoiwli

9 Comic book
blast

30 Part of an
accusation in
the game Clue
31 Old T V features

41 “At once, Mr

33 Simple twopointer

49 Prime time
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66

8 Turns to mush

R 0
B
M 1
P E

3
5
4
8
6
2
1
7
9
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PI ZZERI A

61 Popular
exercise system

10 "Press on, Mr
Smith"

tablespoon, e g

□ □ □ Q Q

7^

7 A Guthrie

12 One

A

|?T

Jy

58 Part of FW .LW

11 Bismarck's
locale Abbr.

N

T ocm v ’«

W

6 Honorée s place

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

I

i7

55 T V doctor

R K E
R
jc A B
A T 0
0 T A
R E
C E N T
0■ D E
D
É X
T
E

5 u |i

T7

?”

69 Toledo’s lake

20 Swatch rival

23 Milk, on an Rx

5“

■

19 Talk big

22 In tune

T—

66 “Clean up. Mr.
Stewarf

river’s edge
47 Coffee holder

21 Rummy

1

No. 0905

The A’s became the sixth major
league team to let its manager go
since the final days of the season.
Dusty Baker ((Ticago Cubs), Joe
(iirardi (Florida), Felipe Alou (San
Francisco),
Frank
Robinson
(Washington) and Buck Showalter
(Texas) are not coming back next
year.
To manage the A’s, taking a back
seat to Beane is an understood
requirement. In the best-selling
book “Moneyball,” an in-depth look
at Beane’s management style and
reliance on statistics, the job comes
across as practically interchangeable
and not worthy of the big dollars
that other teams pay their managers.
Macha made $8(K),()()() this year
and was still owed $2.025 million.
He was due to make $875,000 m
2007 and $1.15 million in ‘08.
Oakland won the West with a 9369 record this year. After sweeping
Minnesota in three games m the
first round of the playoffs, the A’s
were eliminated bv the Tigers in
tour straight m the AL champi
onship series — their first ALCS
since 1992.
“I’m really shocked by this,” said
C'ardinals manager Tony La Russa.
who managed m Oakland from
1986-95.

G
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N
G

s
1
N
E
S

34 The "I" in lUD
35 Cut taker

13 A bit pretentious 38 Louisiane ou
Floride
18 Boards, e g

24 Colorful marble
26 Some corporate
planes
97 r hr R
E R 27 oriDC Moger
L 1 28 Capp lad
I rtrtk at m ai
E C
29 LOOK ai coral
C H
reefs, maybe

Owens"
46 Coach Rockne

56 Boron or
bohrium; Abbr
57 Bats
59 Drive-___
60 Potter's buy

51 “Alas'"

62 Land of poetry

53 Silas Marner,

63 Typeface option

eg

^^SLICE CH EESE PIZZA

64 Sapphic works

55 Rolls of dough

67 Minuscule

answers, call 1-900-285-5656. $1 20 a minute; or. with a
credit card. 1-000-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available tor the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years' 1-888-7-ACROSS
online subscriptions; Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytmes com/crosswords ($34.95 a year)
Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum Crosswords for young

solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords
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WE DELIVER FOR O R D E R S OF $10 O R M O R E!

r3810 Broad St. Suite 3, SLO, CA 93401

(805) 784-9999 |

CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

Research Candidates

Research Candidates

CMRG is actively looking for
Research Candidates to
participate in a clinical trial. If you
are 18 years or older, diagnosed
with a Sinusitis Infection and have
had symptoms longer than 7 days
and less than 28 days with two
of the following: Facial Pain.
Purulent Nasal Discharge, Frontal
Headaches, Maxillary Dental Pain,
or Fever, you may qualify for this
clinical research study. Please call
Coastal Medical Research Group
at 805-549-7570
for more information.
Time and travel may be
reimbursed for qualified patients.

Coastal Medical Research Group,
Inc. is conducting a clinical
research trial for participants with
Candidiasis. Are you 18 years
of age or older? Do you have
vaginal itching, burning or
irritation? You may qualify to
participate in this research study.
Qualified participants will receive
study related medical exams,
investigational medication and
reimbursement for time and travel.
Call for more information:
Coastal Medical Research Group.
Inc. 805-549-7570

MODELS for Art, Beauty, and
Swimwear. See davidschoen.com
and call David at (805) 471-0875

Now Hiring Part time/ Full time
up to $11.00 per hour.
The Shoe Pavillion/
Pismo Beach Outlet Center
(805) 773-3354

HELP WANTED

ANNOUNCEMENTS

CAMPUS CLUBS

NEED A LOAN?
DON’T KNOW WHERE TO START?
CALL THE EXPERTS
1-877-681-5104
QUICK & RELIABLE SERVICE

Free list of all houses and
condos for sale in SLO.
Call Nelson Real Estate
546-1990 or email
steve@slohomes.com

F.Q.Q. Friends of Omegas
Support Polaris Project
to Stop Modern Day Slavery
More info: (408) 306-4684

Need a new hairstyle?
Come see KELLY at
Thomas Everett Salon.
Free haircut with color or
highlights. Not getting color?
$10.00 off your haircut.
First time clients only.
Call today! (805)543-6480

TRAVEL
SKYDIVE TAFT
100% ADRENALINE RUSH Tandem
& AFF Excellent Safety Record
Student Discount
www.skydivetaft.com
(661) 765-5867

Church Comes Home! Simple/
organic church. Is the Holy Spirit
leading you in a new direction?
Info Night and coffee at Zadok’s in
Pismo Beach. Oct. 25, 7:00 pm.
ChurchComesHome.com

One’s destination is never a
place but rather a new way of
looking at things. Henry Miller

ClaMiflad Ad« Wetolte
www.mustangdaily.net

Quotes + Facts FREE!
Submit your's today! 756-1143

QUOTE OF THE DAY
"She’s was such a souffle!"

Raise the Respect
Educating student about injustices
happening globally. Take Action!
RaisetheRespect@gmail.com
Omega Xi Delta

LOST AND FOUND
FOUND: Sunglasses in Bldg 13
Call 909-633-8022
Lost Parasitology/Hematology
Notebook. Please call Ray:
(805) 264-1156
FOUND: Amanda’s Ford Keys
Call Bryan 805-234-4337
Lost and Found ads are FREE
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New coach Milich hopes to revive
Poly swimming and diving team
Cal Poly will try to bounce
back this season alter losing all
eight of its meets last year,
including contests against
Division II UC Santa Cruz and
NAIA Cal Baptist.

•
‘Hi; t

A m y D ierd o rff

Tristan Aird

M U S T A N G D A IL Y

M U S T A N G D A IL Y

Cal Poly’s swimming and diving
team can e.xpect to put a lot of hard
work in this year with new head
coach Tom Milich.
Not only does he boast an exten
sive resume as an award-winning
coach, but he is dedicated to mak
ing the Mustangs a winning team.
K
“We’re going to be like a whole
^7
new team,’’ said one of the team’s
captains, Julie Demers. “1 can tell
that we’re definitely going to be in
a lot better shape.”
Cal Poly’s former head coach.
Rich Firman, retired last spring
after 19 years at the school. Assistant
coach PhilYoshida served as interim
coach over the summer while the
athletic department conducted a
BRENNAN ANGEL U L E P H O T O
national search to fill the position.
Freestyle swimmer Sean D evine performs last year as a sophom ore. The Cal Poly sw im m ing and diving
Milich arrived at Cal Poly in
team is under the leadership o f new head coach Tom M ilich this season.
August with 1.5 years of experience
as the aquatics director of the Clovis
“Whenever someone new comes a.m. Saturday.
tant coach for
Swim Club and for Clovis Unified
“ I’m a high-volume kind of
the
silver in, regardless of their job, they’re
School District. He also spent two
medal-winning going to do things their way,” coach, we train a lot,” Milich said.
years as the women’s head swim
Milich has also significantly
U.S. Olympic Milich said.
coach at Fresno State, where he was
The swimming and diving team increased the amount of yardage his
squad in 1988
named
Western
Athletic
and served on has been doing things Milich’s way, swimmers do at each practice, with
Conference Coach of the Year in
the staff of the increasing from seven practices per distance swimmers swimming
2(K)4.
g o l d - m e d a l week last year with Firman to 11 around nine to 10 miles each day.
Milich is an 11-time recipient of
winning World this year. The swimmers practice He is also focusing on breaking
the American Swim Coaches
Championship twice a day Monday through Friday down the components of swimCOURTESY PHOTO
Association Distinguished Coach of
at 6 a.m. and 3 p.m. and again at 8
team in 1991.
see Milich, page 10
Tom Milich
the Year award. He was also an assis-

Group to play tennis
forgoodcause
The Cal Poly chapter o f the
Wheelchair Foundation will
host a tennis tournament this
weekend.
A m y D ierd o rff
M U S T A N G D A IL Y

Here at Cal Poly, it’s hard to
imagine not being able to attend
class because of a disability that
requires a wheelchair.
But in Argentina, many disabled
people are confined to their beds,
unable to attend school and work
or even go to another room in their
own house because they can’t
afford a wheelchair.
The Cal Poly Chapter of the
Wheelchair Foundation is kicking
off its 2007 campaign with a tennis
tournament fundraiser Oct. 20-22
in an effort to give hope to some
people in need.The group hopes to
raise at least $66,(K)0 with the tour
nament and other events through
out the year to send more than 8(K)
wheelchairs to Argentina.

The tournament will host sin
gles, doubles and mixed doubles
matches for men and women at Cal
Poly’s tennis courts. The event is
open to anyone 18 years of age and
older.
The cost is $25 for singles players
and $40 for a doubles team, with
Cal Poly students receiving $5 off
the entry fee. Entries will be
accepted through Oct. 17.
“It’s a small way to contribute to
a great cause,” said the group’s
media relations manager, Kelly
Hurley.
There will be separate divisions
for beginning and advanced players,
but the Wheelchair Foundation is
encouraging anyone to attend, even
if they’ve never played tennis.
“We’re just trying to get every
body and anybody out there to
have fun,” tournament manager
Maggie Higgins said.
Participants are asked to bring
their own racket or to rent one
from the Cal Poly Recreation
see Wheelchair, page 10

Poly volleyball 3,100 tickets
team m oves
to be held for
sm dents
up in poll;
The fire general admission
football stays
tickets are for Saturday’s
After its three-game sweep
of UC Santa Barbara, Cal
Poly is now No. 19 in the
AVCA/CSTV poll.
M U S T A N G D A IL Y S T A F F R .E K 1 R T

In a pair of polls released
Monday, the Cal Poly volleyball
team moved up one spot while
the football team stayed put.
After its 30-17, 30-22, 30-27
sweep o f visiting Big West
Conference rival UC Santa
Barbara, Cal Poly (14-4, 6-0)
moved from No. 20 to 19 in the
American Volleyball Coaches
Association/College Sports TV
poll. The Mustangs received 490
points.
Following its bye Saturday, the
Mustang football team stayed at
No. 4 in The Sports Network’s
Division I-AA poll.
see Polls, page 11

homecoming football game.
S K IR T S IN K 1 R M A T IO N R E P O R T

Cal Poly Athletics once again
will hold for students 3,100 free
general admission tickets for
Saturday’s homecoming football
game against South Dakota
State.
Tickets will be distributed on
a first-come, first-serve basis.
Kickoff
on
Mustang
Memorial Field at Alex G.
Spanos Stadium is set for 4 p.m.
Cal Poly students with valid
Cal Poly ID cards will be admit
ted to the game beginning at
2:15 p.m. Should the full allot
ment of tickets not be distrib
uted 15 minutes after kickoff,
they will be sold to the general
public.
Reserved seat tickets are sold
out. Gates for reserved ticket
holders will open at 2:45 p.m.

y all indications, the Cal
Poly volleyball program
is experiencing its best
season since 1985.
That’s when the Mustangs were
31-8 overall and 15-2 in the nowdefunct Pacific Coast Athletic
Association on their way to an
NCAA Tournament Northwest
Regional appearance.
But for 20th-ranked Cal Poly
(14-4, 6-0 Big West), the best
times may still be yet to come.
The reason?
Cal Poly’s top three leaders in
kills are sophomores. The fourth?
A freshman. All in all, 11 of the 16
players on the roster are either
freshmen or sophomores.
“I think we have a lot of poten
tial for next year, but right now we
just want to focus,” Cal Poly
junior setter Chelsea Hayes said
after the Mustangs swept UC
Santa Barbara in three games
Saturday. “We’ll worry about next
year next year.”
Focus will be key for Cal Poly
as it heads to Pacific and Cal State
Northridge for a pair of matches
this week.
The Mustangs set a goal before
the season of reaching the round
of 16 in the NCAA Tournament, a
prospect that is only strengthened
by the team’s best conference start
in 21 years.
Potential recruits have not been
turned away by the youthful ros
ter, Cal Poly second-year head
coach Jon Stevenson said. In fact,
he said, the No. 20 ranking in the
American Volleyball Coaches
Association/College Sports TV
poll has only enhanced the pro
gram in the eyes o f potential
recruits.
“We’ve got these recruits look
ing at us that just wouldn’t have
before,” Stevenson said. “Some of
the recruits we’re talking to are
top 25. We’ll be a ranked recruit
ing class next year, almost certain
ly”
All this on top of the possibility
that the best incoming, player to
the program next year is already
with the team.
After starting 11 of 23 matches
for Florida State in 2005,
Gabrielle Rivera transferred to
Cal Poly last offseason and is redshirting this year. She has been a
member o f the Puerto Rican
Junior National team since 2(M)1.
Alongside
middle blocker
Jaclyn Houston, Rivera will be the
Mustangs’ second towering 6-
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